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Reviewer's report:

I approached this paper with great interest. The problem is relevant and the authors creatively use two sources of data to detect the under immunized geographical clusters in two large regions in US. After detecting the clusters with a different methodology than the usual scan statistics, they proceed to explain them with a logistic regression with some areas classified as under-immune (those falling inside the clusters) against the other ones. Although I think the paper has merits, I find some problems of concern.

One problem is the fact that the authors ignore the serious over-fitting suffered by the likelihood maximization when the cluster is unconstrained. When the cluster shape is arbitrary, there is a tendency to find clusters looking like octopus, with long arms. One could think that this is simply how the true clusters are and that finding them is an algorithm merit over the simpler circular scan statistics. However, unfortunately, this is not so. Simulate a situation where there is one single circular cluster with relative risk higher than the rest. Run the unconstrained algorithm. You will find statistically significant clusters that are not circular but shows long and thin arms spreading from the cluster center, much like those in the authors' paper.

There is a large published literature on the detection of spatial clusters with arbitrary shape that are not cited by the authors. I copy from Costa, Assuncao, and Kulldorff (2012) (see complete ref below): "Computational heuristics for irregular cluster detection using a scan-based algorithm were proposed by Duczmal and Assuncao (2004) using simulated annealing. Patil and Taillie (2004) introduced cluster detection using tessellation techniques, while Tango and Takahashi (2005) proposed an exhaustive search within pre-sized circular clusters. Assuncao et al. (2006) proposed a growth technique based on likelihood maximization in a graph structure. As a result of the cluster detection procedure, these methods are likely to generate the octopus effect (Duczmal and Assuncao, 2004), which indicates oversized clusters that are oddly shaped with multiple narrow branches, linking areas with excess cases. The problem lies in the use of the unconstrained likelihood maximization to provide the cluster estimate. Duczmal et al. (2006b) proposed the addition of a non-compactness penalty function to the log-likelihood. Different penalty levels can provide different significant clusters with distinct shapes. Duczmal et al. (2006a) use multi-objective optimization to decide among different cluster estimates.” Other more recent references such as Costa and Kulldorff (2014) are relevant here.
Therefore, the authors need to control somehow for this over-fitting with some kind of regularization. Otherwise, most of their oddly shaped detected clusters can not be trusted.

A second important issue with the paper is that it is not entirely clear how was calculated the variable unimm(b), which is the estimated number of under-immunized children in block b. Let v be a child and S(v) her school. Then, \( P(v) = \) probability of child v getting both doses of MMR, which is simply the immunization rate in the school S(v). Now, unimm(b) is the sum of P(v) for all v in b? Did you then round the final number? Did you simulate a Bernoulli random variable for each child with P(v) as the success probability and repeat this many times to create pseudo datasets? What exactly was done? My guess is that it was the first option. If so, what we have as data is simply the spread of each school body around its neighboring blocks. It look to me that whatever cluster we find in the end is ultimately a cluster of schools.
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